YOU'LL NEVER KNOW THE GOOD FELLOW I'VE BEEN

Words and Music by JACK COOGAN
Arrangement by JOHN HANSON
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Some day you're gonna feel lonely. Some day you'll long for me blue.
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You'll Never Know the Good Fellow I've Been

only when no one else will do...

Some day you're gonna feel weary.

gonna feel weary. You'll grieve when

You'll grieve when I'm far away.

Then you will be missing my

I'm______ far away

huggin' and my kissin', then remember what I say.___
You’ll Never Know the Good Fellow I’ve Been

Chorus  a tempo

You’ll never know the good fellow I’ve been

until I’ve gone a way.

You’re bound to miss the little things that I did

for you each day.

You’re gonna
You will be yearning for my returning.

You're bound to miss me, you're bound to kiss me.

You'll never know the good fellow I've been until I've gone away.

You'll Never Know the Good Fellow I've Been
You'll Never Know the Good Fellow I've Been

freely

fellow I've been 'til I've gone away